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AN ALMOST STRONGLY MINIMAL
NON-DESARGUESIAN PROJECTIVE PLANE

JOHN T. BALDWIN

Abstract. There is an almost strongly minimal projective plane which is not

Desarguesian.

Zil'ber conjectured that every strongly minimal set is 'trivial', 'field-like', or

'module-like'. This conjecture was refuted by Hrushovski [4]. Varying his con-

struction, we refute here two more precise versions of the conjecture.

Zil'ber [8] calls a strongly minimal set M field-like if there is a pseudoplane

definable in M. (A pseudoplane is an incidence structure such that each pair

of lines intersect in only finitely many points and dually there are only finitely

many lines passing through a pair of points.) This nomenclature would have

been justified if the following conjecture were correct.

Conjecture B of [8]. Every uncountably categorical pseudoplane is definable in

an algebraically closed field and the field is definable in the pseudoplane.

This conjecture has several aspects. In a model theoretic vein it limits the

variety of uncountably categorical pseudoplanes. In particular, it asserts that

there are only countably many such (as each must be defined in an algebraically

closed field). This aspect of the conjecture is already refuted by [4]. (Hrushovski

shows there are 2N° strongly minimal sets which are not locally modular. By

Zil'ber's trichotomy theorem they are thus field-like.)

A more geometric aspect of the problems is phrased in another Zil'ber con-

jecture.

Conjecture C of [8]. Every uncountably categorical affine plane is Desarguesian

and hence is an affine plane over an algebrically closed field.

We show that the projective plane constructed here does not interpret a group

and thus cannot be Desarguesian. The affine plane associated with this projec-

tive plane also fails to be Desarguesian so Conjecture C is refuted.

Finally there is a more algebraic geometric conjecture behind the part of
Conjecture B asserting every field-like structure is definable in a field.
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Conjecture. Every projective plane definable in an algebraically closed field is

Desarguesian.

We are indebted to Dave Marker for the observation that while this aspect of

Conjecture B remains open the exact statement is refuted by the simple cardinal-

ity argument related above. We acknowledge helpful conversations with Chris
Laskowski, Kitty Holland, Jim Loveys, David Marker, Anand Pillay, Niandong

Shi, and Carol Wood.

1. A GENERAL CONSTRUCTION

We consider a pair (K, <) where K is a class of finite relational structures

and <, strong submodel, is a relation on the members of K such that A <

B implies A C B. As discussed in [1], Hrushovski [5, 4] invented several

variations of his basic construction; we restrict ourselves here to the construction

of an N»-categorical theory. The study of stable amalgamation in classes with
a specified notion of strong submodel is expounded in [2]; the emphasis there

is on larger cardinals than N0 .

1.1. Definition.

(i) The class (K, <) satisfies the amalgamation property if whenever there

are embeddings fo, go oí A into B and C such that rng/j < B and

rng go < C implies there is a D e K and embeddings /•, g\ of B, C

into D with rng/ < D, rng g» <D, and fi°fo = gi°go-
(ii) The class K, < of finite relational structures satisfies the joint embed-

ding property if for any A, B e K there is a C e K such that both A
and B can be strongly embedded in C.

(iii) The model M is (K, <)-homogeneous-universal if

(a) Every finite number of K can be strongly embedded in M.
(b) Every finite substructure of M is in K .

(c) If A and B are finite strong submodels of M that are isomorphic

(by /) then there is an automorphism of M extending /.

We have the following slight generalization of the Jónsson-Fraissé construc-

tion. It is a special case of the result in §11.3 of [7]. Note that we have phrased
both the amalgamation and joint embedding properties in terms of strong em-
beddings.

1.2. Theorem. If (K, <) is a collection of finite relational structures that is

closed under substructure and satisfies the following conditions then there is a
countable K-homogeneous-universal model.

(i) (K, <) satisfies the amalgamation property.

(ii) K satisfies the joint embedding property.

In fact the joint embedding property is something of a red herring in our

context. The empty set will be a strong submodel of every member of K so
joint embedding follows trivially from amalgamation. We did not demand that

the homogeneous universal model be in K so we do not need a condition that

K is closed under unions. This is appropriate since we are here interested in
constructing the homogeneous universal model, not in studying K. Nor do we

need to make a Löwenheim Skolem assumption on K. The model we construct
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is a union of finite members of K so we are able to build a back and forth

system to prove homogeneity.

The arguments of this section can be proved for relational structures with an

arbitrary finite language. However, for the application in this paper we restrict

now to the class of graphs.

1.3. Notation.

(i) By a graph we mean a structure with a symmetric irreflexive binary

relation.
(ii) For any graph B, e(B) denotes the number of edges of the graph B .

(iii) Fix a function y(u, v) with the form au - ßv where a, ß e 9t+ . We

will write y(B) for y(\B\, e(B)).

In the main construction of this paper we use the function y(u,v) = 2u-v .

The properties of dimension that are developed here do not however depend on

that particular choice and we record the greater generality for other applications.

1.4. Definition. We say A is a strong submodel of B and write A < B if
A Ç B and for every finite B' with A C B' C B, y(A) < y(B').

1.5. Notation.

(i) Whenever we fix for discussion a pair of graphs A, B with A ç B, B

denotes B - A .
(ii) We write AB for A U B.

(iii) Let  y(B/A)   denote  y (AB) - y (A).    Note that  y(B/A), y(B/A),

y(BA/A), and y(BA/A) are all equal.
(iv) Let A and B be disjoint subsets of a graph C ; r(A, B) denotes the

number of edges between A and B .

Now we develop some rudimentary properties of this dimension notion that

are used in the later construction.

1.6. Proposition. If Af)B = 0, y(A/B) = y (A) - ßr(A, B).

Proof.

y(A/B)=y(AB)-y(B)

= a\AB\ - ß(e(A) + e(B) + r(A, B)) - (a\B\ - ßeiB))

= a\A\-ß(e(A) + r(A,B))

= y(A)-ßr(A,B).

1.7. Remark. This immediately yields that if X, Y, and Z are disjoint then

yiZ/X) > yiZ/X U Y)  (as y{Z) ~ ßriZ , X) > yiZ) - ßriZ, XY)).   The
transitivity of < follows.

This remark can be rephrased as B ç B\ and AÇ\B\ = 0 implies yiA/B) >

y(A/Bl).

1.8. Remark. Applying this remark with X as C n A, Y as A, and Z as
C - A yields that if A < B and C ç B then C n A < C.

The following assumption is required to guarantee that the concept of di-

mension introduced in 1.10 is well-defined.

1.9. Assumption. We restrict to graphs A such that y (A) > 0.
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1.10. Definition. For any graph M and finite Aç. M, we define the dimension

of A in M :

dM(A) = inf{y(^') : A ç A' ç M with A' finite} .

We omit the subscript M when the ambient model is clear from context.

For finite A and B contained in M, dM(A/B) = dM(AB) - dM(B).
Note that for any A, B , d(A/B) > 0.

1.11. Definition. The finite set ,4 is closed if y (A) = d(A). Note that A ç M
is closed if and only if A is a strong submodel of M.

The infinite set A isclosed in M if for every finite AoQ A, there is a closed

subset Ao with Aq ç Aq ç A and d(Ao) = y(Ao).

In contrast to the earlier results, the proof here of the next lemma depends on
the assumption that a and ß are integers. It can be proved for proper choice

of irrational ß . (See [5, 1].)

1.12. Lemma. Let y(u, v) = au- ßv where a, ß are natural numbers. Every

finite subset A of a graph M is contained in a finite closed set A with d(A) =

y(A).

Proof. Since y (A) has the form a\A\ - ße(A) where a and ß are natural

numbers and each y (A) > 0 by Assumption 1.9, there are only finitely many

values of y(B) for extensions B of A with y(B) < y(A).

1.13. Lemma. For every A there is a unique smallest closed A containing A

with d(A) = y(Ä).

Proof. Suppose A\ and A2 contain A and satisfy y(A¡) = d(A) and no proper

subset of A¡ has these properties, but A\ ^ A2 . Then y(A\/A\V\A2) < 0. Since
A\ is closed, Remark 1.8 implies AxnA2< A2 so y(A\ f~iv42) = y(A\) — y(A2),
contradicting the minimality of A2.

A similar argument shows each of the next two propositions.

1.14. Proposition. If y(b/A) < 0 then b eA.

1.15. Proposition. If A ç B then AC B. This trivially implies the intersection

of two closed sets is closed.

1.16. Lemma. Suppose A, B, C are disjoint finite sets and y(CBA/BA) =
y(CA/A). Then r(C,B) = 0.

Proof. By Proposition 1.6,

y(CBA/BA) = y(C) - ßr(C, BA)

and

y(CA/A) = y(C)-ßr(C,A).

We conclude r(C, BA) = r(C, A), i.e., r(C,B) = 0.

1.11. Reduction of dimension to closed sets. Let A and B be finite. Note

that

d(A/B) = d(AB) - d(B) = y {AB) - y(B) = y(AB/B)

since B ç AB. For any finite X, Y, XY = XY. Combining these two

remarks we see d(A/B) = dÇÂ/B) = d(A/B).
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1.18. Dimension of unions. Immediately from the definition, for any finite

Ai,A2,B

(*) y(AlA2/B) = y(Al/B)+y(A2/AlB).

Now, using 1.17 it follows that

d(AiA2/B) = d{Ai/B) + d{A2/AxB).

(*) implies that y{AlA2/B) < y{A{/B) + y{A2/B). If r{A{, A2) = 0 this
formula improves to yiA\A2/B) — y{A\/B) +y{A2/B).

1.19. Lemma. If B ç C are finite sets and AnC = 0 then d{A/C) < d{A/B).

Proof. By 1.11, d{A/B) = y(AB/A) and d(A/C) = y(A~C/C). Since ÂCÂB =
AC,

d(A/C) = y(AC/C) = y(AC/AB C) + y(AB/C).

But y (AC/ABC) <0. For, y(lC/ABC)=y(A~CA~BC)-y(A~BC), AC ABC
= AC, AC Q_ABC, and y(AC) = d(AC) = mf{y(XyXD AC} implies

y(AC)^ y(ABC). By Remark 1.7 y(AB/C) < y(AB/B) so d(A/C) <
y(AB/B) = d(A/B) as required.

Lemma 1.19 makes the following extension of the definition of d(A/B) to

allow infinite domains consistent with the definition for finite domains. Just

checking the definition shows the equalities of 1.17 remain true when B is

infinite.

1.20. Definition. For finite A and arbitrary BÇM

d(A/B) = mf{d(A/B'): B' ç B&\B'\ < co} .

1.21. Definition, (i) We say the finite sets A and B are independent over C

and write A [c B if

(a) d(A/C) = d(A/CB).
(b) ACnBCcC.

(ii) We say the (arbitrary) sets A and B are independent over C and write

A le B if for every finite A' ç A and B' ç B, A' |c B'.

1.22. Lemma. If A, B, and C are finite closed sets with C = A n B and
A le B then AB is closed.

Proof. Since A, B, and C are finite and closed

y(A~B) = d(AB) = d(A/B) + d{B) = d(A/C) + d(B)

= d(A) + d(B) - d(C) = y(A) + y(B) - y(C)

>y(AB),

so by the minimality of y(AB) equality holds and AB is closed.

2. The specific construction

We now define a class K and a particular choice of y so that the resulting

homogeneous universal model is our desired projective plane. In this section
the dimension function is y(u, v) = 2u - v. Thus for any L-structure B,

y(B) = 2\B\ - e(B) (where e(B) is the number of edges of B regarded as a
symmetric graph).
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2.1. Definition.  K is the collection of all finite graphs B such that

(i) For every nonempty B' ç B , y(B') > 1.

(ii) There is no square (4-cycle) embedded in B .

We say a square is embedded in A if A contains a 4-cycle; this 'square' may

or may not have diagonals.

2.2. Definition. Let AB be a finite graph.

(i) A is 0-simply algebraic over B if A n B = 0 , y(A/B) = 0, and, for
every C properly contained in A , y(C/B) > 0.

(ii) A is minimally 0-simply algebraic over B if A is 0-simply algebraic

over B and A is not 0-simply algebraic over any proper subset of B.

(iii) A is l-simply algebraic over B if A n 5 = 0, y(A/B) = 1, and, for
every C properly contained in ^ , y(C/B) > 1.

(iv) A is minimally l-simply algebraic over 5 if ,4 is l-simply algebraic

over B and ,4 is not l-simply algebraic over any proper subset of B.

(v) We write simply algebraic to mean 0-simply algebraic or l-simply alge-

braic.
(vi) If AD B we often write A is (minimally) simply algebraic over B as

a shorthand for A is (minimally) simply algebraic over B .

The last convention is unexceptional for simple algebraicity; ambiguity can

arise when discussing two different sets over which A might be minimally sim-

ply algebraic. In such cases we revert to the original definition. We record

here several simple propositions about strong submodels and simple algebraic-

ity. Note that if B is 0-simply algebraic over A then A < B. Recall from

Notation 1.5 our use of B.

2.3. Proposition. If B and C are 0-simply algebraic over A and A < BC

then BnC = 0.

Proof. Suppose for contradiction that d e BnC. Note y(BC/A) =y(B'/AdC)

+y(C'/Ad)+y(d/A), where B' = B-{d} and C = C-{d} . Now 0 = y(B/A)
implies y(B'/AdC) < y(B'/Ad) = -y(d/A). Similarly, 0 = y(C/A) implies
y(C'/aD) - -y(d/A). Substituting in the original equation gives y(BC/A) <

—y(d/A) < 0, contrary to hypothesis.

Similar calculations show

2.4. Proposition. // B n A = 0 and B is 0-simply algebraic over A there is a
unique F ç A with B minimally simply algebraic over F.

Proof. It suffices to show that if B is 0-simply algebraic over each of F\, F2 ç A

then B is 0-simply algebraic over F\ D F2. This follows using Proposition 1.6

and Remark 1.7.

2.5. Proposition. Let A ç B e K. If B is l-simply algebraic over A then

B = Ab and b is related to exactly one element a of A. Thus B is minimally

l-simply algebraic over F — {a}.

Proof. Suppose B is l-simply algebraic over A. Then

l=y(B/A)=y(B)-r{B,A).
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Suppose each b € B satisfies y (Ab/A) > 1. By Proposition 1.6, y(b/A) =

y(b) -r(b, A). Since y(b) = 2, r(b,A) = 0 and so r(B,A) = 0. (This is one
of the few points where the argument uses the fact that the language is binary.)

Then the first equation gives y(3) = 1 contrary to the conditions defining K.

So some b in B satisfies y(b/A) = 1, whence B = {b} . But then r(b, A) = 1
so R(b, a) holds for some a e A and we satisfy the second condition with

F = {a}.

2.6. Definition. Define a function p(A, B) that assigns to a pair (A, B) with

B minimally 0-simply algebraic over A a natural number. Demand that this

function depend only on the isomorphism class of (A, B). There are several

technical requirements on p . Since we are requiring that there are no squares

embedded in a member of K, if B = {b} and A = {c, d} with b related to
both d and c we require p(A, B) = 1. Otherwise we require that p(A, B) >

y(A) and p(A,B)>2.

For each choice of p that satisfies these minor requirements, we will con-

struct a projective plane. The plane will be the homogeneous universal model

for a class K*. Since K* depends on p as specified in the following defini-

tion we might call it IC. But we want to emphasize that the construction is

independent of the choice of p.

2.7. Notation. Suppose B is minimally 0-simply algebraic over AC N. Then

Xn(B/A) denotes the maximal r such that there exist pairwise disjoint B\, ... ,

Br contained in N with each B¡ isomorphic to B over A.

2.8. Definition. Let K* be the collection of finite graphs M e K such that for

each A ç M and for each pair (A, B) with B minimally 0-simply algebraic

over A, Xm(B/A) < p(A, B).

We now show that there are indeed 2N° possibilities for p . To see this it suf-

fices to find a family (A¡ : i < co) of finite graphs which are pairwise nonembed-

dable, square-free, and each minimally simply 0-algebraic over a point. (Then,
we can choose Kx to include A¡ if and only if i e X for any X ç. co.) Kitty

Holland pointed out that the following choice of A¡ meets these conditions

except for the demand that the graph be square-free. Let p be a prime with

p > 3. Let Ap have universe p2 and let R connect the points (/, / + 1) and

(i, i + p) (mod/?) but omit (0,1) and (p - 1, p). Then the A¡ are pairwise

nonembeddable and each is 0-simply algebraic over 0.
To make these graphs square-free we will replace each edge by the following

graph. Consider the eight points 0 to 7 and connect these eight points by seven

edges on a straight line. Now erect four triangles above this line with bases 01,
23, 45, and 67. Connect a point b at the top with each of the four vertices just

introduced. Connect a point a at the bottom with the points 7, 4, 3 and the

third vertex of the triangle based on 01. Finally, put in the edges 05 and 26.

This graph, G, has 14 points and 25 edges. The graph without a and b has

12 points and 25 'edges'. Thus, it has dimension -1 and can be substituted

for an edge in the graphs we originally constructed. After we had constructed

this graph, Carol Wood pointed out that it had arisen in another context [3];

the properties we need are verified in more detail there.

The graphs we actually need to consider are obtained by substituting a copy
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of G for each edge (with a and b replacing the ends of the edge in the original

graph) in one of the A¡ to obtain A*. Several points remain to be checked.

It is easy to see that A* is square-free if G is. A systematic check of G for

squares begins by observing that no square can contain either a or b and thus

reducing to a surveyable structure. Since each copy of G had dimension -1,

the dimension of A* is the same as the dimension of A,■. The A* remain

pairwise nonembeddable as the 'new' points all have valency at most 4 and

the old points have valency at least 12. It remains to show that each proper

subgraph of A* has dimension at least 2. By Remark 1.18 and induction this

problem reduces to the consideration of a subgraph C contained in two copies

of G. We assume these intersect in the element a (as in the definition of G).

(A similar argument obtains if the intersection is of type 'b' and the result is

even easier if the intersection is empty.) Let C denote the intersection of C

with the first copy of G and C — C - Ca. Then

y(C)=y(C)+y(C/Ca) = y(C)+y(C)-r(C,a).

Taking C as B, we are finished if we can show that for any B ç G - {a},

y(B) > r(B, a). This can be established by a fairly lengthy inspection. It is

helpful to observe first that if H is a square-free graph the following hold. If

\H\ = 2, y(H) is 3 or 4. If \H\ = 3, y(H) > 3. If \H\ = 4, y(H) > 4. If \H\
is 5, 6, or 7, y(H) > 5.

3. Amalgamation

This section is devoted to the proof that the class K* has the amalgamation

property. We begin by reducing to several lemmas.

3.1. Definition. Let A be a strong submodel of B and C. The trivial amal-
gamation of B and C over A, denoted B ®A C, is the graph E with universe

BuC and no relations that are not on one of B or C.

3.2. Theorem. The class (K*, <) has the amalgamation property.

Proof. Suppose B0 < B\, B2. We work by induction on \B\ \ + \B2\.

Case 1. There is a proper subset X of B\ with yiXBo) = y{B0). Then

#o < BqX < B\ . By induction we can first amalgamate BqX with B2 over Bo

to get B'3 and then 5- with B'3 over B0X to get Bi.

Case 2. Case 1 fails and y(5i/B0) = 0. The failure of Case 1 guarantees

that B\ is 0-simply algebraic over B0 . The result follows by Lemma 3.4.

Case 3. Case 1 fails and yiB\/B0) — 1. If there is a proper subset X of B{

with yiX/Bo) = 1, the failure of Case 1 ensures that B0 < BoX < Bx and we

proceed by induction. If not, B\ is l-simply algebraic over Bo and the result

follows by Lemma 3.3.

Case 4. Case 1 fails and y{B\/Bo) > 1. Choose any b e B\. Now we claim

that bBo and B2 can be amalgamated in some B'3 over B0. If y{B0b/B0) <
1 apply Lemma 3.4 (if 0) and Lemma 3.3 (if 1). If y{Bob/B0) — 2 then
rib, Bq) = 0 and B0b ®ß0 B2 is the required amalgam. In each subcase we

finish by amalgamating B\ with B'3 over B0b by induction.

3.3. Lemma. If Bo < B\, B2 and B\ is l-simply algebraic over Bo then 5-
and B2 can be amalgamated over BQ.
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Proof. By Proposition 2.5, |i?i| = 1 and 2?» is minimally l-simply algebraic

over an element a of 50- B0b ®ß0 B2 contains no pairs (F, C) with C

minimally 0-algebraic over F and F ç B2 that are not in B2 and at most one

with b e F so Bob <8>ß0 B2 is the required amalgam.

The bulk of the proof is to establish the following lemma.

3.4. Lemma. If B0 < B\, B2 and B\ is 0-simply algebraic over B0 then i?i
and B2 can be amalgamated over Bo.

With the aid of a simple proposition we can reduce Lemma 3.4 to the actual

technical statements we will verify. The key to the following proposition is the

observation that if F c B0 and C n B0 = 0 then yiC/F) = yiC/B0) if and
only if r(C, B0 - F) = 0. Using this we deduce in the next proposition that if

C and C , which are disjoint from F are minimally 0-simply algebraic over

F ç B0 and isomorphic over F then they are actually isomorphic over Bq .

3.5. Proposition. Suppose B0 < B2 and C ç B2 is 0-simply algebraic over

F C Bq. Then C ç Bq or C ç B2. In the latter case C is 0-simply algebraic

over Bo and r{C, Bo - F) = 0.

Proof. Let C2 = C n B2, C0 = C D B0 , and suppose C2 -^ 0 . We first show

C ç B2. For this, note first that

y(C2/C0F) > y(C2/B0) > 0

(as B0 < B2). While,

0 = y(C/F) = y(C0/F) + y(C2/C0F)

and y(C0/F) > 0 implies y(C2/C0F) < 0. Thus, both y(C2/C0F) and
y(C0/F) are 0. Since C is 0-simply algebraic over F this implies C0 = 0

and C2 = C. Now

0 = y(C/F) > y(C/B0) = y(C2/B0) > 0

(as Bo < B2) so y(C2/F) = y(C2/B). As remarked before the proof, this
implies r(C, B0 - F) = 0. Consequently any proper subset C of C with

y(C'/B0) = 0 also satisfies y(C'/F) = 0. Such a C contradicts the fact that

C is 0-simply algebraic over F ; thus, C is 0-simply algebraic over Bo .

In order to prove the (K*, <)-homogeneous model that we construct is <y-

saturated we need a slightly stronger version of amalgamation. The following

definition allows us to state the required result.

3.6. Definition. Let Bo < Bx be finite structures with B0 ç B2. We say B0 is

Bi-strong in B2 if for each Y ç B2 such that there is an X ç ß, with X « Y,

YnB0<Y.

Of course if B2 is a strong extension of Bq , B2 is a ß- -strong extension of

Bo for any B\.

3.7. Lemma. Suppose Bo, B\, B2 e K*, B2 is a B\-strong extension of Bo,

and B\ is 0-simply algebraic over B0. Then either

(i) Bx ®Bo B2 GK* or

(ii) B\ is minimally 0-simply algebraic over some F ç Bo and Xb2(B\/F) =

P(F,BX).
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To deduce Lemma 3.4 note that the amalgamation is immediate if the first

conclusion holds and if the second conclusion holds we can identify (using

Proposition 3.5) ß- with one of its copies over Bo .

Proof of Lemma 3.7. Fix F, C contained in B\ ®Bq B2 with C minimally
simply algebraic over F . Let C1, ... , C" be a list of the disjoint substructures

of B\®b0B2 with each C minimally 0-simply algebraic over F and isomorphic

to C over F . If for each isomorphism type of a pair (F, C) we show n <

p(F, C) then the trivial amalgamation of ß» and B2 over B2 is in K and we

have the first conclusion. We will show that for each pair (F, C) either

(*)   n <p(F, C) or

(**) each C « ß, and Xb2(B\/F) = p(F,Bx).
Let C) = Ci n Bj and Fj = F n Bj for i < n and j < 3 .
We will write C for an arbitrary substructure minimally 0-simply algebraic

over F and Cj for C n B¡,. Note that y(Ci/FC0) < 0 (that is, y(Cx/F) <
y(C0/F)) or y(C2/F) = 0. For,

0 = y(C/F) = y(C0/F) + y(C2/FC0) + y(Cx/FCo).

Thus if y(Ci/FC0) > 0, y(C2/F) = y(C0/F)+y(C2/FC0) < 0. But since C
is 0-simply algebraic over F, y(C2/F) > 0. Thus y(C2/F) = 0 as required.
Again since C is 0-simply algebraic over F, y(C2/F) = 0 implies C2 = C or

C2 = 0.

The observations of the preceding paragraph justify splitting the C into the

following three categories. Renumber the O so that

(i) for i < no, y(C[/F) < y(C¿/F),
(ii) for n0 < i < nx, Cl = C[ (i.e., C ç B2),

(iii) for i > m , C[ = 0 (i.e., C' ç 5,).

3.8. Claim 1.  n0<y(Fi/B0).

Proof. Let C{ denote C[ - C¿. Since r(Bx ,B2) = 0,

y(CÍ/B0Fl) = y(C\/BoF) < y(C[/C'oF) = y(C{/F) - y(C¿/F),

which is less than 0 if /' < n0. Let C* = (J,<„0 C{. By 1.18

yiC'/BoFO < Y,y(C[/BoF{) < n0(-l) = -n0.
¡<n0

But ß0 < fioC*fi, so y(C*Fx/Bo) > 0. As y(C*F,/ß0) = y(C*/FiB0) +
y(F\/Bo) we conclude y(F\/Bo) > no .

The proof of Lemma 3.7 now breaks into two cases depending on whether

F CB2.

Suppose F ç B2. Then F{ cß0; by Claim 1, no - 0. If «■ — n, then all
the C's and F are in B2. Since B2 € K, n < p(F, C) and we have (*)

for (F,C). If «i < «, then C2" = 0, i.e., C" ç 5,. But C" is minimally

0-simply algebraic over F = F2 and r{B\, B2) = 0 in B\ ®Bo B2 so C" is

0-simply algebraic over Fo = F2 n Bo. By Proposition 3.5, C" is 0-simply

algebraic over B0 and r{C" , B0 - F) = 0 . But since ß- is 0-simply algebraic

over B0 , this implies C" — B\ . Hence n\ = n — 1. Now if « < //(.F, C) we

have (*) for iF, C). If « > /¿(F, ß») we have reached the second conclusion,
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as each C for i < n-l is contained in B2 and n — 1 > p(F,B\) = p(F, C).

Since the argument for Proposition 3.5 works as well if C can be embedded in

ßi and B2 is a ßi-strong extension of ßo , we see each C is either contained

in ßo or isomorphic to B\ over ßo.

Henceforth, we assume F is not a subset of B2. We will show (*) holds. We
need one more calculation.

3.9. Claim 2. m - n0 < y(Fl/F0)-y(F]/B0).
Proof. Fix i with «o < i < «i ; so, C — C\. As C is 0-simply algebraic

over F ,

0 = y(C/F) = y(C) - [r(C ,Ft) + r(C , F2)].

So if r(C , F-) = 0, C is 0-simply algebraic over F2 , contradicting minimal-

ity. From this and the fact that r(B\, B2) = 0 in B\ ®Ro Bi ■ we deduce in fact

that r(C'0,Fx)^0. Now,

y(Fl/F0) - y(Fi/B0) = y(Fi/F0) - [y(F,) - r(Fx, ß0)]

> r(Fi, Bo - F0) >    Ç   r(F,,C0)>«i-«o.
no<i<'¡i

Returning to the proof of Lemma 3.7, consider the case n > n\. Then

Cn ç ß, . As C" is 0-simply algebraic over F, the lack of relations in Bi®BoB2

between elements of ß< and B2 implies C" is 0-simply algebraic over F\ so

F\= F . Suppose for contradiction that some C is not contained in ßi. For

; = 1, 2 let C] denote C) - C¿. Then

0 = y(C'/F) = y(Co/F) + y(CÍ/FC¿) + y(CÍ/FC¿)

= y(C\IF) + y(Cl2/FC'o).

But C not contained in ß» implies y(C[/F) > 0, so y(C,2/FCt0) < 0. Now

r(C[, ßi) = 0, so y(Cl2/FoCl0) = y(CyFC¿) < 0. Recall that there is an

isomorphism a fixing F and mapping C bijectively to C. This contradicts

the hypothesis that B2 isa ßi-strong extension of ßo and shows each C C B\ .
Since B\ e K, n < p(F, C) and with respect to the pair (F, C), (*) holds.

We are left with the situation: F is not contained in B2 and n = «■ . Then,

applying Claims 1 and 2,

"i = (»i - no) + n0< (y(Fi/Fo)-y(Fl/B0))+y(Fl/Bo)=y(Fl/Fo).

Since y(F) = y(F0) + y{Fi/F0) + y{F2/Fi) and both yiF0) and y{F2/Fi) are
nonnegative,

n = nx <y{Fi/F0) <y(F).

But

y(F)<p(F,C)
by the original choice of p. Thus again n < p{F, C) and we reach the first

conclusion of Lemma 3.7 with respect to the pair (F, C).

This completes the proof of the technical lemma and thus of amalgamation.

4. A PROJECTIVE PLANE

Regard each point of M as both a point and a line. Interpret R{a, b) to

mean both the point a is on the line b and the point b is on the line a.
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4.1.   Theorem.  M is a projective plane.

Proof. We must show that
(i) Any two lines intersect in a unique point.

(ii) Dually, there is a unique line through two given points.

(iii) There are four points with no three lying on a line.

The duality of our construction means we must only check the first and third

conditions.
For the first we need only observe that if A e K*, a, b e A, and there is

no d e A that is related to both a and b then B = Ac with aRc, bRc, and

no other relation between c and an element of A is in K* and A <B. Since

y(c/A) = 0, A < B. To see ß e K*, we must show that if CE ç B with
C minimally 0-simply algebraic over F , then there exist at most p(F, C) - 1

subsets C of ß with CnC = F and C & C over F.
Case 1. c e C. If C = {c} then {abc} is minimally 0-simply algebraic

over {ab}. By our choice of {a, b} there is no other d e A with d min-

imally 0-simply algebraic over {a, b}. If C = C\ U {c} with C- ^ 0, C
0-simply algebraic over F implies y(C\/F) > 0 whence y(c/FC\) < 0. But

y(c/FCi)>y(c/B) = 0.
Case 2. c e F . If neither a nor Z> is in C, y(C/F) = y(C/(F - {c})) so

C is not minimally simply algebraic over F. Thus, each C isomorphic to C

over F must contain a or b. Hence there are at most two disjoint copies of

C contained in ß and by fiat p(F, C) > 2.
Since a discrete four element set can be strongly embedded in M the third

condition is clear.

5. Almost strong minimality

We first want to show that M, the (K*, <)-homogeneous universal model,

is countably saturated. Then we will show T — Th(A/) is almost strongly

minimal. As Hrushovski observed, the difficulty in the saturation argument is

that the obvious conditions describing homogeneity are not first order. Thus,
we begin by finding some alternative conditions which though still not first order

are at least preserved by elementary extension. Recall from §2 the definition of

Xn(B/A).
The last two conditions demand that there is an infinite independent set of

maximal rank (2) and that each line contains an infinite independent set.

5.1.   Lemma. A countable structure N satisfies the following five conditions if

and only if it is (K*, <)-homogeneous-universal.

(i) Every finite substructure of N is in K*.
(ii) N is K*-universal (i.e., each finite member of K* can be strongly em-

bedded in N.)
(iii) If B ç N, C is 0-simply algebraic over B, N is a C-strong exten-

sion of B, and C is minimally 0-simply algebraic over B0 ç ß, then

Xn(C/Bo) = p(Bo,C).
(iv) There is an infinite subset I ç N such that for every finite Io Q I,

d(I0) = 2 • |/0| • (This implies I0 < N.)
(v) For each b € N, there is an infinite subset Ib ç N such that for each

celb, bRc and for every finite I0 ç Ib, d(I0/b) = |/0|.
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Proof. First we show every (K*, <)-homogeneous-universal structure M sat-

isfies these conditions.

The first two conditions are immediate. For the third, let ß ç TV and suppose

C is 0-simply algebraic over B, N is a C-strong extension of ß, and C

is minimally 0-simply algebraic over Bq ç B. We construct by induction a

sequence D¡ of p(B, C) strong submodels of /V with xd,(C/B) > i. Let D0

be any finite extension of ß . Each D¡ is a C-strong extension of ß (since N

is). By Lemma 3.7 D¡ ®B C € K* unless Xd¡(CjB) = p(B, C) (and then we
are finished). But now by universality there is a strong embedding of D¡ ®B C

into N and by homogeneity the image of D¡ can be taken to be D¡ so the

image of D¡ ®B C is the required D¡+\ .
For the fourth condition, call a set I discrete if there are no relations between

its elements. If I is discrete y (I) - 2-\I\. So to verify condition (iv) one must

only note that an infinite discrete set can be strongly embedded in M and this

follows immediately from amalgamation.

For condition (v), let lb = {m G M: bRm}. We now show there is an

infinite set /* contained in lb such that for every finite Io Q Ib, bio < M and

d(Io/b) = \Io\ ■ For any n consider the finite graph ß containing b and n

points that are all related to b but with no relations among them. Extend ß to

B' by adding one point related only to b. It is easy to check that B < B' e K.

So there is a strong embedding of B' into M over ß. By induction we find

the required Ib.

Now we show any yV satisfying the five conditions is K* -homogeneous-

universal. As an intermediate step we show TV satisfies the following condition.

(*) If ß < N, B < C e K* and C is finite and 0-simply algebraic over ß
then there is C < N with C « C by an isomorphism that fixes ß.

To see this, choose B0 < B with C minimally simply algebraic over ß0.

Since B < N, B is C-strong in N. Now since condition (iii) holds of N

there are p(B0, C) copies of C over ß0 in N. They are disjoint and by

Proposition 3.5 each copy is either contained in ß or disjoint from ß. But not

all are contained in ß since that would imply Xc(C/B0) > p(B0, C). Fix one

of these, say C , disjoint from ß . Since C and thus C is 0-simply algebraic

over B, B < N implies BC < N. Thus, we have established condition (*).

With this in mind, we must show that for finite C if B < N and ß < C e K*
then there is a strong embedding of C into N fixing ß. By induction on

\C - B\, we may assume that there is no D with B < D < C. Thus either
(a) C is 0-simply algebraic over ß or (b) C — B U {a} (for some a) and

y(aB) > y(B).
Case (b) has two subcases depending on whether r(a, B) - 0 or aß is

l-simply algebraic over ß .

Suppose r(a, B) = 0 ; we must find c £ N with d(c/B) = 2. Choose an

Io Q I with |/o| = d(B) + 1. Suppose, for contradiction, that for each c e Io,

d(c/B) < 1 ; then d(I0/B) < |/0|. Now

d(B) + d(I0/B) = d(I0B) = d(I0) + d(B/I0).

So

d(B) + d(I0/B) - d(I0) = d(B/I0) > 0
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since Io < N. But,

d(B) + d(I0/B) - d(I0) < d(B) + |/0| - 2 • |/0|,

which is negative since |/o| > d(B). From this contradiction we deduce some
c e Io satisfies d(c/B) = 2. Thus Be < N. Neither a nor c is related to any
element of ß so Be is isomorphic to Ba and mapping a to c completes the

proof of the first subcase of case (b).

We are left with the case: C = Ba is l-simply algebraic over ß and a is

related to exactly one b point from ß . Choose Io Q Ib with |/0| > d(B) + 2.

Let B denote ß - {b} . Now

d(B) + d(I0/B) = d(I0B) = d(blo) + d(B/bI0).

Since d(blo) = d(b) + d(I0/b) > \IQ\ and y(bl0) = \I0\ + 2, d(X/I0b) > -2 for
any X. So

d(B) + d(I0/B) - d(bl0) = d(B/bI0) > -2.

But d(bl0) > |/0| so -d(I0b) < -\I0\ < -(d(B) + 2). So, assuming d(c/B) = 0
for each c e Io,

d(B) + d(I0/B) - d(bl0) < d(B) + 0- (d(B) + 2) = -2.

From this contradiction we deduce some c e Io satisfies d(c/B) = 1. Mapping

a to c completes the proof.

Before completing the proof of saturation we need a couple of lemmas.

5.2. Lemma. Let N be the K*-homogeneous-universal model. Suppose Xa ç

yV and d(a/X) = 0 then a e ac^X).

Proof. Suppose d(a/X) - 0. Since X ç acl(X), it suffices to show a e acl(Z).

For this, note that d(aX) = d(aX) = d(X) so we can pass from X to aX by

a sequence of minimal 0-simply algebraic extensions. Thus aX ç acl(X).

5.3. Lemma. Any model M of T is contained in the definable closure of any

line and two points not on that line.

Proof. Let / be the line and suppose a, b are not on /. Then any c deter-
mines a pair of lines through a, c and b, c. These intersect / in a' and b'

respectively and c e dcl(a, a', b, b') as required.

5.4. Theorem. Let M be the (K*, <)-homogeneous-universal model. M is

countably saturated.

Proof. Since a countable structure that is isomorphic to its every countable

elementary extension is saturated and the K*-homogeneous-universal is unique

up to isomorphism, it suffices to show that the conditions of Lemma 5.1 are

preserved by elementary extension. The first three are easily seen to be preserved

by elementary extension. Since the assertion d(Io) = 2 • \Iq\ is expressed by
an infinite conjunction of formulas, condition (iv) is preserved by elementary

extension. (Use the same I.)

Preservation of the last condition is harder to verify. Let yV be an elementary

extension of the (K*, <)-homogeneous-universal model M. We showed in the

first part of the proof of Lemma 5.1 that condition (v) was satisfied for any

b e M and the same choice of /* shows the condition remains true in yV for
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b e M. In particular, this implies that for b £ M, lb is not contained in

the algebraic closure of a finite set. Now consider a c £ N - M. Choose by

induction a set I = {a¡ : i < co} of elements of Ie such that (letting /„ denote

{a¡: i < n} d(an/cl„) = 1. If at any stage such an an cannot be chosen,
Lemma 5.2 implies that Ie is in the algebraic closure of a finite set. But then

by the argument of Lemma 5.3 any line is in the algebraic closure of a finite set.

This is impossible for /* so we can complete the construction.

5.5. Theorem. Let M be the (K*, <)-homogeneous-universal model. Let b £

M and I = {m e M: bRm}. Then I is strongly minimal. Thus, Th(Af) is
almost strongly minimal.

Proof. We will show that if X c / with \X\ > 3 and a £ I then a £ acl(Z)
if and only if d(a/X) = 0. Moreover, if a, a' £ I and both d(a/X) and
d(a'/X) are greater than zero then a and a' are automorphic over X.

By Lemma 5.2 we know d(a/X) = 0 implies a £ acl(X).

Since y(b/X) < 0 (using \X\>3),_b£X. So 1 = y(a/Xb) > d(a/Xb) >
d(a/X). So d(a/X) ¿ 0 implies d(a/X) = 1 and so since X < M, Xa<M.
Similarly Xa!_ < M. But both a and a' are related to b and_to no other

element of X so a and a' are isomorphic over X. Since X, Xa, and Xa!

are strong submodels of M this isomorphism extends to an automorphism of

M as required.

Thus each line in M is strongly minimal. The almost strong minimality
follows from Lemma 5.3.

5.6. Corollary. Th(M) has Money rank 2.

In fact, there can be no strongly minimal projective plane. For, since each

line would be finite or cofinite, lines would in fact be finite. But projective
planes with finite lines are finite.

There are several interesting questions in this area. Buechler and Marker

suggested variants of these.

Question 1. Are there any N- -categorical projective planes with Morley rank

greater than 2? If a projective plane or pseudoplane is interpreted in an N--

categorical structure (more specifically in an algebraically closed field) must it
have rank 2 in the ambient structure.

6. Non-Desarguesian

We first observe that for some choice of p, the associated homogeneous-

universal structure cannot be interpreted in an algebraically closed field. For,

only countably many structures can be interpreted in any countable structure.

(Since acfp is eostable we could strengthen this to type-interpretable.) But the

construction described in this paper provides 2N° nonisomorphic choices for
M.

Now we aim towards the stronger result that none of the projective planes

constructed here can be interpreted in an algebraically closed field. The first

step is to show that they are all non-Desarguesian. Note that each projective

plane is associated in a canonical way with an affine plane such that either both

are Desarguesian or neither is so the discussion here is responsive to Conjecture

C of the introduction.
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Fix a strongly minimal line /. If M is Desarguesian then there is a field

and, in particular, a group definable in M. But since M is in the definable

closure of /, the group will actually be definable in /. So it suffices to show

no infinite group is definable in any strongly minimal set in M. This argument

derives from a similar one worked out with Pillay and Loveys for Hrushovski's

example.

We need several lemmas for this result.

6.1. Definition. If F is a strongly minimal theory then for any finite sequence

c, dim(c/A) = k if c contains k algebraically independent elements over A .

Theorem 5.5 yields that if / is the line {x : xRb} then for X c /, a £ acl(X)
if and only if d(a/X) = 0. An easy induction then gives

6.2. Lemma. For any c, A ç /, dim(c/^4) = d(c/A).

Recall from [6] that

6.3. Lemma. In any strongly minimal set, for any finite sequence c and set X,

dim(c/X) = RM(c/X).

With these facts in mind we can prove the main result of this section.

6.4. Lemma. No group is definable in any strongly minimal set in M.

Proof. Suppose a group G is definable in Mk for some k . Then by Theorem

5.5 G is definable in l2k . Let n be the rank of a generic of G. Choose ax and

a2 as independent generics of G. Let 03 be the product of a\ and a2. Now
choose b\ another realization of the generic, independent from those chosen

so far. Let b2 = a\ • b\ and ¿3 = a3l • b2 = a2x • b\. Denote {a-, a2, «3} by

ylo , {ai, b2, b3} by Ax, {ax, bx, b2} by A2, and {a2, bx, b3} by A3.
Let Ajj denote the intersection of A¡ and Aj. Note each A¡j is a single-

ton. By the construction A¡ [A¡j A¡. Since A¡ ç acl(,4,), A¡ [A¡j A¡. Thus

r(Äi - Aij ,~Àj - Au) = 0.
Let F be the union of the A¡. Since ßi, #2, b\ are algebraically indepen-

dent,
y(E)>d(E) = RM(E) = 3n.

On the other hand we compute y(E) directly.

Since the sets A¡ are pairwise independent over their intersections any rela-

tion between two elements of E must be between two elements of some A¡.

Thus we can compute both the number of elements of E and the number of

relations on F and thus y(E) by the usual counting principle: dimension of

union, minus the dimension of the intersection of pairs, plus the dimension of

triple intersections....

Since the A¡ and their intersections are closed their Morley rank, dimension,

and y-value are the same. There are four closed lines, each of dimension 2n ,

there are (2) = 6 pairwise intersections of the lines, each of dimension n , and

four triple intersections, each of dimension 0. So,

y(E) = 4 • (2 • n) - 6 - n + 4 • 0 = 2n,

for a contradiction.

This raises two questions. A positive answer to the first would show none

of these planes can be interpreted in an algebraically closed field; a positive
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answer to the second would further demonstrate the richness of the class of

K- -categorical theories.

Question 2. Is every projective plane that is interpretable in an algebraically

closed field Desarguesian?

Question 3. Is there an N» -categorical projective plane in which a group can be

interpreted but which does not interpret a field?
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